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Prologue

T

he National Resource Defense Council (NRDC) released
a press release on August 19, 2013, stating that the US
Navy has indicated that it intends to disregard the California
Coastal Commission’s (CCC) recommendations to mitigate
harmful effects of navy sonar and offshore training exercises
on the state’s marine mammals.
In a letter dated July 31, 2013, the navy responded to the
CCC’s March meeting at which studies were presented on the
devastating loss of whale, animal, fish, and fauna life forms.
The navy has stated that, while it is open to negotiation,
it refuses to abide by any of the state of California’s
recommendations, despite new studies presented at the CCC
meeting showing that navy activities are harming mammal
species, such as the blue whales and beaked whales, far more
than known previously.
The NRDC’s marine mammal project director, Michael
Jasny, released the following statement:
The Navy’s plan to dramatically increase its sonar
training and underwater detonations off the
Southern California coast shouldn’t come at the
expense of the state’s marine life. Its proposal
blatantly disregards new science showing that
current training levels could already be devastating
xi
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California’s beaked whale populations and
preventing endangered blue whales from recovering
from near-extinction. The Coastal Commission has
offered reasonable measures that take into account
the Navy’s need for flexibility while affording greater
protection to vulnerable species. The Navy’s refusal
to adopt any of these measures puts California
marine life in jeopardy.
As presented by NRDC legal representatives at the March
2013 meeting, the navy’s plan would dramatically kill an
estimated one-hundred-thirty marine mammals; permanently
deafen another sixteen-hundred; and disrupt feeding, calving,
and other vital behaviors more than 8.8 million times in the
process.
This plan adds more than ten-thousand hours of the
high-intensity, military sonar each year for five years from
January 2014 through 2019. This type of sonar intensity has
killed and injured whales around the globe.
There are an estimated two-thousand blue whales in the
Bay of California and Pacific Ocean. The total number of
blue whales remaining around the globe is an estimated
five- to twelve-thousand. At the beginning of the nineteenth
century, there was an estimated two-hundred-thousand blue
whales. Due to whale-hunting, the blue whale came near to
extinction along with other whale species.
In 1982, the International Whaling Commission (IWC)
adopted a moratorium on commercial whaling. It issued
scientific permits to Japan, Iceland, and Norway allowing
them to kill a certain quota of whales. However, abuses have
occurred by killing more than those quotas. There are no
quotas for aboriginal subsistence.
xii
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The main duty of the IWC is to maintain the Schedule
to the Convention (International Convention for the
Regulation of Whaling, signed in Washington DC on
December 2, 1946) of conducting whaling around the
globe. The IWC conduct-measures include compilation of
statistics of whale-catch reports and biological reports. The
IWC completes protection of certain species by designating
certain areas for sanctuaries, setting limits on the number
of whales taken, prescribing open and closed seasons to
take whales, and prohibiting the taking of suckling calves
with females.
Despite the Moratorium enacted in 1986 by the IWC,
the blue whale has not rebounded in the Pacific, even though
commercial whaling was banned more than twenty-five years
ago.
In Dr. Reese Halter’s “Sonar Delivers Coup de Grace
for Dolphins and Whales,” published September 9, 2013 in
Huffington Post’s, “The Blog,” Dr. Halter wrote:
Very recently, my colleagues released a study showing
that blue whales, the largest creatures ever to inhabit
Earth, react to sonar by changing their behavior. They
forgo high quality prey, which could make them weak
and decimate their numbers through starvation.
Sonar disrupts marine mammals’ feeding habitat and
results in them getting lost.
We know that both baleen or filter feeding and
toothed whales are of paramount importance to help
maintain Earth’s beleaguered marine ecosystems.
Since the 1986 Moratorium on Whaling: Japan,
Iceland, Norway and Faroe Islanders have slaughtered
almost 32,000 of these exquisite creatures.
xiii
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The future depends upon the ability to find a common
ground of cooperation among the US Navy on American
shores, seismic-testing from the huge oil companies around
the world, and other interference from death-type activities
of man. There is no replacement for what is lost. The planet
offers only one chance to stop ecological disruption without
options to create a replacement to the balance of marine
ecology.
Sir Paul McCartney, a long-standing environmentalist
and philanthropist, gave a concert in San Francisco over an
August weekend in 2013 to raise money and awareness to
the melting polar cap in the Arctic. I wrote an article for the
online edition of the San Diego News Examiner titled “You
can save the arctic with Paul McCartney,” about Sir Paul
McCartney’s work to save the arctic from devastation and
loss of ocean life.
My article provided a video of Roda Group Managing
Director Dan Miller on FORA.tv, presenting scientific
research data of arctic melt trends. His data shows a complete
loss of the arctic polar cap by 2020. After Dan’s presentation,
the UN IPCC (UN Intergovernmental panel on climate
control) met in Stockholm, Sweden. They released their
report September 29, 2013 of a compilation from eighthundred scientists on the climate change issue. Their final
summary is that ninety-five percent of climate change is due
to the effects of fossil fuel and mankind.
We can all come together to save the oceans, the blue
whale—the largest creature ever known to have lived on the
planet, who survives today despite near extinction—and the
arctic meltdown from forever changing the planet in our
lifetime.
xiv

Chapter One
Kip’s Introduction

A

February morning in the Bay of California awakens
its inhabitants with calm waves rolling toward shore,
as though in rhythm with a metronome. The pure blue sky
goes on for as far as one can see or dreams to see. There is
a gentle breeze, as gulls swoop around La Jolla Cove. A few
miles farther out in the ocean, an unseen blue-gray creature
of the deep rises in a graceful glide and breaks through the
surface of the water. He moves up and breaches forward at a
five-mile-per-hour stride.
Suddenly, his twenty-five-foot fluke-tail makes a wonderful
splash as he dives. The early morning does not bring notice
of him, as watchers are not yet in the area. As he dives and
breaks the surface, he continues his glide over the water. Up
over the waves, he breaches and displays his underbelly of
brown, gray, and yellow specks. During the winter in cold
waters, diatoms, a major group of algae—a common type of
phytoplankton—stick to his underbelly, giving it a yellow to
silver and sulfur-colored sheen.
As this massive creature rises again to the top, he breaches
the wave and introduces himself.
My name is Kip. This is my story of the Blue Whales of
the planet’s oceans. It is my story and our story as I see it.
1
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I hear the calls of my fellow whales. Stories are passed over
the waters by the whales, and human actions are noted. We
understand peace and war.
At this time, I am in the Bay of California with my pod of
family members. My father is Mason and my mother Elise.
Also, I have a younger sister, Shana, nineteen years of age. I
am twenty-three years old. We are a typical whale-pod family.
Grandmother Lisbeth, who you will meet, visits throughout
our days.
We are the world’s largest creatures and the oldest
mammal on the planet. We surpass the dinosaurs in size.
Our history shows, from unfortunate capture in whaling,
that we have measured from ninety feet to one-hundrednine feet. A whale skull identified as fifteen million years
old was discovered at Robert E. Lee Stratford Hill Plantation
in Virginia. At that time, the ocean covered the area of land
now known as Virginia to the current Potomac River. This
area was covered by the ocean millions of years ago. We have
survived millenniums.
Archeologists and marine biologists will study this skull
found in the twenty-first century. The skull weighs onethousand pounds. It has been identified as belonging to the
baleen family, which is of the Mammalia order and Animalia
kingdom. In other words, it is one of my relatives.
As I described my pod earlier, I have a typical family or
pod. There are one to two calves per whale mother. There is
record of a baby whale, who lost its mother off the coast of
Africa. The little whale swam to another new mother whale,
and after some coaxing, the mother whale nursed him along
with her own newborn!
This is one of the messages we whales received through
our network of calls, which can be sent over a thousand miles
2
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to the next whale to send forward. We constantly remain
in touch. We are one of the loudest animals on earth with
levels of one-hundred-eighty-eight decibels. Each one of us
can communicate to other members five-hundred to onethousand miles away.
I will take a break later and dive from the surface down
three-hundred-fifty feet to spend time in the cool ocean
below the surface. When I return to the surface, my two
blowholes will spray water to form a heart! Whale watchers
will be on the lookout for us at Point Loma through the
upcoming days while we ready ourselves to migrate north
all the way to Alaska and the very waters of the Arctic. They
are in awe of our long tubular bodies and two pectoral fins,
as they watch us from the lookout point to see us migrating
north for the summer.
The gray whales will be coming up from Mexico to begin
their migration. We will be a mass of whales to the delight
of onlookers from high vantage points or in boats upon the
waters.
I see on the distant spray of waves my grandmother,
Lisbeth, my mother’s mother. She will probably swim over
to chat awhile. She is considered the Queen of the Pacific
Ocean of Blue Whales. Her elevation to that status is because
she is considered of royal blood lines. Her godmother was
the great Harmonie, of whom she will tell tales.
I never tire of hearing of our ancestors and our past, and
we are still here!
We ate krill through the millenniums and continued the
ecology of the ocean to this day. You will understand in my
conversations with other ocean members how important the
connection of phytoplankton to algae to krill, this simple
food chain, is to our planet! We are a significant part of it.
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Tomorrow will come and, hopefully, we, too, are still
here for all tomorrows. I dive and enjoy the morning, rich
with life.
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